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Having spent many years in the
collision repair industry in many
parts of the world, I am always
struck by the similarities in

industry structure and working practices
in whichever country I have visited or
worked. After all, with global platforms, 
a repairer in Australia is repairing the 
same car model as the repairer in the 
US, Germany, France or China.

However, there are differences from
country to country, and by observing these
differences we have the opportunity to
learn from others’ experience and identify
future trends. For this article, I wanted to
look at the key differences between the
Australian collision repair industry and the
industry in other mature markets. Many
readers will be familiar with the US repair
industry as that is usually the benchmark
with which we compare ourselves, so on
this occasion I decided to look to Europe
and get a better understanding of the
influences and differences seen there. 

With Germany having some of the
strongest global brands, a significant
vehicle population and an extensive high-
speed road network, I thought it would 
be interesting to focus on this market. 

The German auto market has a
population of 43 million registered
passenger cars, significantly more than
Australia’s roughly 19 million total vehicles
and 14 million passenger cars.
Surprisingly, despite the much higher
number of vehicles and subsequent
volume of accidents, the numbers of body
shops in the market are not so different.
According to Der Zentralverband
Karosserie- und Fahrzeugtechnik (ZKF) –
Germany’s Central Association of Car

Body and Vehicle Technology – there are
3,500 independent body shops with
around 1,000 of those having the
equipment and staff capabilities to
complete any type of structural or non-
structural repair. The most recent figures
put the value of the insurance paid repair
market at 23 billion ($15 billion), estimated
to be split roughly 50:50 between dealer
body shops and independent repairers.

Due to the strong brand image of the
German car companies, their dealerships
are extremely well regarded and trusted
as the place to go with car problems. As
a result, they are favoured strongly by car
owners when it comes to mechanical or
body repairs. For many years, a large
number of dealers would use that trust 
to their advantage and take on the vehicle
but subcontract the repair to an
independent repair shop rather than
maintain a body shop themselves. This
practice has been declining in recent
years as insurers favour the lower cost
independent repairers over dealers.

Today, many of the locations within the
German manufacturers’ dealer networks
have body repair facilities and most drivers
would prefer the dealer to repair the car
than an independent repairer. The
dealerships rely on this trust to keep a
steady supply of damaged vehicles. One
quirk of the regulations that helps the
dealerships is that a driver with
comprehensive insurance has free choice 
of repairer when involved in a “no fault”
collision. This is regardless of the conditions
in their insurance policy. This competition
between insurers and the car dealerships is
nothing new and we see this tension in the
market all over the world, with carmakers

trying to pull cars into their networks and
insurers who want to push repairs to the
independents to reduce costs.

What is quite different is that, instead 
of managing their own repair networks,
insurers typically use accident
management companies to develop and
manage the repair network and to handle
the repair process. While accident
management companies are nothing new
in Germany, they are a service partner 
to the insurers rather than competing 
with insurers for clients.

As in most markets, the influence of
insurers continues to grow. HUK-Coburg,
one of the largest insurers, is also the
largest motor vehicle insurer with 25
percent market share or 12.3 million active
policies. HUK-Coburg has grown very fast
over the last 10 years and is the game-
changer in the German market, much as
IAG has been the catalyst for change in
Australia. However, as in other markets,
Germany is now seeing more competition
in the insurance market, with lower
premiums being used to persuade drivers
to switch with the inevitable downward
pressure on repair costs to compensate.
Currently, the level of steering is still quite
low at 15 percent, although up from
around 8 percent in 2013. However, this is
expected to rise significantly in the coming
years as insurers like HUK-Coburg and
their competitors exert more influence over
policy holders.

As in Australia, parts have been a key
focus of cost saving and the largest
accident management and insurance
companies have their own online parts
procurement portals. Contracted repairers
are obliged to order parts through this
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system where parts are sourced from
across Europe. However, unlike Australia,
parts purchased through this system are
new, although non-panel parts are not
always genuine.

Within the 3,550 independent body
shops, there are a number of three-to-five
location businesses. These small MSOs
have developed to make themselves more
attractive to the repair networks, offering
more capacity and greater geographic
coverage. Apart from these MSOs, there
has been little consolidation in the industry
and, so far, there has not been any
venture capital investment to change this.
Fix Auto has announced that they will
enter the market and they will be the first
operator in Germany with ambitions to
operate on a national scale. As you can
imagine, there are many observers keen
to see how successful they will be and the
reaction of other independent repairers.

The top 1,000 shops have grown in
repair volumes in recent years as they
have partnered with insurers and accident
management companies. The remaining
repairers are mostly smaller operations
repairing cars for the dealers or “driver
paid” repairs. This group of repairers has
seen the biggest contraction both in
number of locations and the number of
repairs. The top tier repairers usually have
access to current repair data, skilled
technicians and the necessary equipment
to repair all brands. The ZKF supports
members in obtaining the repair data,
although this is becoming increasingly
difficult as vehicles become much more
complex and manufacturers try to retain
the specialised repairs. Although the
general view is that there are about the
right number of technicians available for
the volume of repairs in the market, their
biggest challenge will be to improve

productivity to meet the cost saving
expectations that are becoming a
commercial reality. Skills development of
technicians is reasonably well supported
through apprentices and vocational
training, but there is still need for
additional training and accreditation 
for the new skills required.

The car companies are required to
make repair data available under anti-
competition law; however, that does not
always mean that the data is available
immediately a vehicle is introduced. The
repairers and their association continue 
to lobby to improve this situation. For the
specialist repair skills required for some
vehicles, training is available from the car
manufacturers, but it comes at a cost and
the independent repairers always feel that
dealer technicians are prioritised for the
available training places. The challenge in
Germany, of course, is that there are
many dealer body shops ready and willing
to complete the specialist repair.

With most European countries planning
to phase out conventional engines and
prioritise electric and hybrid vehicles, the
information and training to repair the
complex systems in these vehicles will be
increasingly important to the viability of
any independent repair shop. Already
there have been issues reported in
Germany relating to complex systems,
such as the correct calibration of the
radar for variable cruise control and
autonomous driving systems. Car
manufacturers often point to this as a
safety issue and a reason to keep these
repairs in-house and resist the insurers
drive towards independent repairers.

BMW, Mercedes-Benz and others
already offer their own vehicle insurance
and leasing packages and this is sure 
to continue as the car manufacturers

become increasingly nervous about the
liabilities around automated systems 
and autonomous driving. If this trend
continues and more mainstream
manufacturers begin to insure their 
own vehicles, will they send the cars 
to independent repairers or their own
dealerships? Or, does that mean that
manufacturers like Volvo and Tesla, who
currently don’t focus on body repair, will
change and create more dealer-based
repairers to compete with the
independent repairers?

At first glance, the situation in Germany is all
too familiar, with insurers looking to reduce
their repair costs and drive out inefficiencies in
the market structure. Based on the
experience of Australia, the UK and parts of
the US, we could expect that to continue.
However, with rapidly changing vehicle
technology and increasing corporate
concerns about liability, we are likely to see car
manufacturers taking more control of
damaged vehicles. What will that mean for the
independent repairers in Germany who
currently repair 50percent of the value of all
repairs? With these changes taking place in
the German market, one wonders about the
implications for markets that are
predominately served by independent
repairers, such as Australia and New Zealand.
I suggest this should be one of the markets
on the watch list in the coming years.

If you would like to comment on this
article or if you have a question, please visit
the ICE™ blog and join the conversation.
www.commercialexcellence.co/blog/ 
Editor: Many of you will know Barry
Edney from his time in Australia,
initially with PPG and later with
AkzoNobel. Barry has worked
extensively across Australasia, Asia-
Pacific and Europe and is eminently
qualified in the collision repair industry.
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